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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  

Alibaba Pictures Acquires Taobao Movie and Yulebao  

from Alibaba Group 

Creating an innovative and integrated online and offline platform of demand-driven 

movies and TV dramas 

   
Beijing, China, November 4, 2015 - Alibaba Pictures Group Limited  (SEHK code: 1060; "Alibaba 
Pictures"; the "company") today announced that it had entered into an agreement with Alibaba Group  
to acquire its movie related businesses for a cash consideration of approximately US$520 million. The 
acquisition will be funded by the company’s internal resources.  
 
The businesses acquired comprise Taobao Movie, an online movie ticketing platform, and Yulebao, a 
financing and investment platform for movie and other entertainment content. The acquisition will 
advance Alibaba Pictures’ strategic vision of creating an innovative, integrated online and offline value 
chain to provide demand driven entertainment experience for customers. The user base on Taobao 
Movie’s robust ticketing platform and the innovative Yulebao business will complement and 
strengthen Alibaba Pictures’ core competence. 
 
“By integrating Taobao Movie and Yulebao into Alibaba Pictures, we will develop an innovative 
business model that encapsulates the entire industry value chain – beginning with the production of 
content demanded by users, letting users fund those projects, marketing and distribution as well as a 
cinema services platform. We believe we will continue to play an important role in implementing 
Alibaba Group’s entertainment strategy in movie, television and other entertainment businesses,” 
ZHANG Qiang, chief executive officer of Alibaba Pictures.  

 
Taobao Movie and Yulebao were launched in 2014. Taobao Movie is one of China's largest online 
ticketing platforms. With online ticketing gaining momentum in China, Taobao Movie will complement 
the Company by adding comprehensive online promotion and distribution capabilities, providing 
access to a growing online user base, and enhancing the Company’s understanding of audience 
behaviors and trends.  
 
Yulebao operates a C2B interactive financing and investment platform, offering the audience an 
opportunity to become an early investor in their favourite movies, TV dramas, variety shows or other 
entertainment content selected by Yulebao. By engaging producers, actors, users and fans at the 
onset of production, and throughout the content creation and distribution process, the platform 
transforms the approach to create more customized content, marketing campaigns and distribution 
plans.  
 
The acquisition is subject to the approval of the Company’s independent shareholders.    
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About Alibaba Pictures Group Limited  
Alibaba Pictures Group Limited is listed on both The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (stock 
code: 1060) and the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited (stock code: S91). Alibaba 
Pictures is the flagship unit of Alibaba Group’s movie, television and other entertainment businesses. 
Its core businesses includes four main segments: film and television production centered on IP 
(intellectual property); internet-based promotion and distribution combining internet technologies and 
traditional off-line distribution; the building and operation of e-commerce platforms for entertainment 
as an extension of the Alibaba Group ecosystem and international operations that consolidate global 
resources, technologies and talents in order to participate in the global entertainment industry. 
 

 


